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Project Objective:
The roof of the IRC wildlife hospital is old and leaking. An old unused chimney and decorative cupola are the
source of many of the leaks with is ruining the floor of the attic and staining the ceilings below. The objective
of our project is to remove the old asphalt shingles along with a chimney and cupola and replace it with new
longer lasting steel roofing.

Completed Project Description:
Michael Phillips of Michael Phillips Construction has volunteered his services to the IRC on many occasions to
replace plumbing fixtures, woodwork and to skim coat damaged walls. Mr. Phillips, as a volunteer, prepared a
list of materials for our roofing project and went to three different lumber yards for prices with R. P. Lumber
having the lowest materials cost at only $1,469.38. That was much less that the $2372.00 we had estimated.
Mr. Phillips picked up most of the materials and delivered them to the work site at no cost to the IRC.
Mr. Phillips volunteered his time as contractor/worker for the roofing project with the IRC paying Phillips
Construction $1600.00 in labor costs for his work crew. It took the crew the better part of 3 work days to finish
the project. The labor cost was roughly half of the $3,040.00 that the IRC had estimated it would be. There was
an extra $11.49 on that invoice for additional material that was needed. Total cost of the roofing project is
$3,080.87.
The roof has now been completed and the IRC is very, very pleased with it. We have checked after every
recent rain and have found no leaks or problems with the roof. Window shutters matching the steel roof were
installed yesterday and the hospital looks great!

Total reimbursement requested = $2,000.00
Receipts, grant announcements and payment request certificate is attached.

IRC’s original asphalt shingled roof.

Roof showing chimney and cupola..

Cupola comes down .

New steel roof !!!!

Promotion

Promotion of the grant was also printed in
our latest Illinois Raptor Center Wingover
Newsletter that goes out to over 1,000
addresses.

